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Speech Synthesis

“one two three”
speech synthesis

speech recognition



Early Days

Kempelen

Mechanical Turk (1769) Sprechmaschine (1784/91)



Today

• Festival Diphone Synthesis 

• Festival Unit Selection Synthesis 

• Cologne University: 
Articulatory Speech Synthesis 

• AT&T Labs: Natural Voices  
(commercial, free for personal use) 

• Nuance Vocalizer 6 
(commercial, state of the art)



Outline

• Preprocessing 

• Phonetic and prosodic analysis 

• Diphone synthesis 

• Unit selection synthesis 

• Evaluation



Preprocessing

• First step: Preprocess textual input. 
‣ Tokenization: split text into tokens 

‣ Non-standard words: expand NSWs into actual words 

‣ Homograph disambiguation: distinguish homographs with 
different pronunciations 

• Most of these solved with classification techniques 
from machine learning. 
‣ machine learning micro-tutorial now 

‣ for details, see BM 2



Classification
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Regression
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Classification example

cap color cap shape smell edible?

r b s no

w b n yes

y c s yes

w f f no

Features Classes
Instances



Classification example

cap color = r?

smell = f?no

yesno

yes no

yes no
(labeled) training data

model (here: decision tree)

training

cap color cap shape smell

r c a

w b l

edible?

no

yes

use model to predict class for unseen data



Machine Learning

• Learn model to make predictions on unseen data: 
‣ classification: predict one of a discrete set of classes 

‣ regression: predict numeric value 

• Some important techniques: 
‣ decision trees 

‣ support vector machines (SVMs) 

‣ neural networks



Tokenization

• Task: split input string into correct tokens.

ANLP Corp. chairman Dr. Smith resigned.

ANLP   Corp.   chairman   Dr.   Smith   resigned   .



Tokenization

• Example: to detect whether period character marks 
the end of a sentence: 
‣ split off all periods from preceding words 

‣ train classifier for whether period is EOS marker 

‣ if not, recombine with previous token 

• Some features: feature value in example
prefix Corp
previous word ANLP
prev word is abbrev yes
next word chairman
next word is abbrev no



Non-standard words

• Expand non-standard words: 
‣ abbreviations, e.g. “NY” (but leave “IBM” as it is) 

‣ numbers, e.g. “$ 2 million”, “2014” 

‣ some are ambiguous: “Dr.”, “St.” 

• Approach as classification problem: 
‣ define specific NSW classes 

‣ features: class-specific regex; neighboring words; etc. 

‣ then apply class-specific expansion rules



Homograph disambiguation

• Differently pronounced words written the same 
⇒ find out which one it is.

record /r eh k axr d/ NN

live /l ih v/ VB

bass /b ae s/ NN

record /r ix k ao r d/ VB

live /l ay v/ JJ

bass /b ey s/ NN

good heuristic: 
use POS tag



Grapheme to phoneme

• Now map character string to phone string. 

• For word in pronunciation dictionary,  
simply look up in dictionary. 

• Train classifier for unknown words (names!). 
‣ example features:
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ANTECEDENTS AE2 N T IH0 S IY1 D AH0 N T S PAKISTANI P AE2 K IH0 S T AE1 N IY0
CHANG CH AE1 NG TABLE T EY1 B AH0 L
DICTIONARY D IH1 K SH AH0 N EH2 R IY0 TROTSKY T R AA1 T S K IY2
DINNER D IH1 N ER0 WALTER WAO1 L T ER0
LUNCH L AH1 N CH WALTZING WAO1 L T S IH0 NG
MCFARLAND M AH0 K F AA1 R L AH0 N D WALTZING(2) WAO1 L S IH0 NG

Figure 8.6 Some sample pronunciations from the CMU Pronouncing Dictionary.

The 110,000 word UNISYN dictionary, freely available for research purposes, re-
solves many of these issues as it was designed specifically for synthesis (Fitt, 2002).
UNISYN gives syllabifications, stress, and some morphological boundaries. Further-
more, pronunciations in UNISYN can also be read off in any of dozens of dialects of
English, including General American, RP British, Australia, and so on. The UNISYN
uses a slightly different phone set; here are some examples:

going: { g * ou }.> i ng >
antecedents: { * a n . tˆ i . s ˜ ii . d n! t }> s >
dictionary: { d * i k . sh @ . n ˜ e . r ii }

8.2.2 Names
As the error analysis above indicated, names are an important issue in speech synthe-
sis. Themany types can be categorized into personal names (first names and surnames),
geographical names (city, street, and other place names), and commercial names (com-
pany and product names). For personal names alone, Spiegel (2003) gives an estimate
from Donnelly and other household lists of about two million different surnames and
100,000 first names just for the United States. Two million is a very large number; an
order of magnitude more than the entire size of the CMU dictionary. For this reason,
most large-scale TTS systems include a large name pronunciation dictionary. As we
saw in Fig. 8.6 the CMU dictionary itself contains a wide variety of names; in partic-
ular it includes the pronunciations of the most frequent 50,000 surnames from an old
Bell Lab estimate of US personal name frequency, as well as 6,000 first names.

How many names are sufficient? Liberman and Church (1992) found that a dic-
tionary of 50,000 names covered 70% of the name tokens in 44 million words of AP
newswire. Interestingly, many of the remaining names (up to 97.43% of the tokens in
their corpus) could be accounted for by simple modifications of these 50,000 names.
For example, some name pronunciations can be created by adding simple stress-neutral
suffixes like s or ville to names in the 50,000, producing new names as follows:

walters = walter+s lucasville = lucas+ville abelson = abel+son

Other pronunciations might be created by rhyme analogy. If we have the pronunci-
ation for the name Trotsky, but not the name Plotsky, we can replace the initial /tr/ from
Trotsky with initial /pl/ to derive a pronunciation for Plotsky.

Techniques such as this, including morphological decomposition, analogical for-
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# # J u r a f s k y # #

  JH _ AXR AE1 F ?     

g2p 
Classifier

a

li-3 li-2 li-1

pi-3 pi-2 pi-1

LANG=Russian
POS=NNP

li li+1 li+2 li+3

Figure 8.7 The process of converting graphemes to phonemes, showing the left-to-right
process making a decision for the letter s. The features used by the decision tree are shown
in blue. We have shown the context window k = 3; in real TTS systems the window size
is likely to be 5 or even larger.

energy independently of the phone string.
By sentence-level pragmatic meaning, Ladd is referring to a number of kinds

of meaning that have to do with the relation between a sentence and its discourse
or external context. For example, prosody can be used to mark discourse structure
or function, like the difference between statements and questions, or the way that a
conversation is structured into segments or subdialogs. Prosody is also used to mark
saliency, such as indicating that a particular word or phrase is important or salient. Fi-
nally, prosody is heavily used for affective and emotional meaning, such as expressing
happiness, surprise, or anger.

In the next sections we will introduce the three aspects of prosody, each of which is
important for speech synthesis: prosodic prominence, prosodic structure and tune.
Prosodic analysis generally proceeds in two parts. First, we compute an abstract repre-
sentation of the prosodic prominence, structure and tune of the text. For unit selection
synthesis, this is all we need to do in the text analysis component. For diphone and
HMM synthesis, we have one further step, which is to predict duration and F0 values
from these prosodic structures.

8.3.1 Prosodic Structure
Spoken sentences have prosodic structure in the sense that some words seem to group
naturally together and some words seem to have a noticeable break or disjuncture be-
tween them. Often prosodic structure is described in terms of prosodic phrasing,PROSODIC

PHRASING

meaning that an utterance has a prosodic phrase structure in a similar way to it having
a syntactic phrase structure. For example, in the sentence I wanted to go to London, but
could only get tickets for France there seems to be two main intonation phrases, theirINTONATION

PHRASES

boundary occurring at the comma. Furthermore, in the first phrase, there seems to be
another set of lesser prosodic phrase boundaries (often called intermediate phrases)INTERMEDIATE

PHRASE

that split up the words as follows I wanted | to go | to London.
Prosodic phrasing has many implications for speech synthesis; the final vowel of a



Prosody

• Identify prosodic phrases: 
‣ I wanted | to go | to London 

‣ want to realize with pauses, longer vowels, etc. 

‣ binary classifier, features e.g. distance from latest 
punctuation, surrounding POS tags, etc. 

• Tune: overall shape of F0 contour. 
‣ correct prediction is really hard 

‣ typical heuristics: train classifier to decide between 
question, continuation, final fall.



Pitch accent

• Mark “important words” with higher/lower pitch. 
‣ “I’m a little SURPRISED to hear it CHARACTERIZED 

as UPBEAT.” 

• Exact solution requires knowledge of semantics. 

• Shallow intuition: unsurprising words unaccented. 
‣ use e.g. tf-idf value of the word w: 

tf-idf(w) = C(w) * log (N/k)

term frequency tf(w): 
absolute frequency 

in document

inverse document frequency idf(w): 
N = #documents, 

k = #documents containing w



Overview so far
ANLP Corp. chairman Dr. Smith resigned.

ANLP Corporation chairman Doctor Smith resigned .
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to the waveform synthesis component described in Sec. 8.4. The durations here are
computed by a CART-style decision tree (Riley, 1992).

H* L* L- H%
do you really want to see all of it
d uw y uw r ih l iy w aa n t t ax s iy ao l ah v ih t

110 110 50 50 75 64 57 82 57 50 72 41 43 47 54 130 76 90 44 62 46 220

Figure 8.13 Output of the FESTIVAL (Black et al., 1999) generator for the sentence Do you really want to see
all of it?, together with the F0 contour shown in Fig. 8.14. Figure thanks to Paul Taylor.

do you really want to see all of it

H* H%

L-L*

Figure 8.14 The F0 contour for the sample sentence generated by the
FESTIVAL synthesis system in Fig. 8.13, thanks to Paul Taylor.

As was suggested above, determining the proper prosodic pattern for a sentence is
difficult, as real-world knowledge and semantic information is needed to know which
syllables to accent, and which tune to apply. This sort of information is difficult to ex-
tract from the text and hence prosody modules often aim to produce a “neutral declara-
tive” version of the input text, which assume the sentence should be spoken in a default
way with no reference to discourse history or real-world events. This is one of the main
reasons why intonation in TTS often sounds “wooden”.

8.4 DIPHONE WAVEFORM SYNTHESIS

We are now ready to see how the internal representation can be turned into a wave-
form. We will present two kinds of concatentative synthesis: diphone synthesis in
this section, and unit selection synthesis in the next section.

Recall that for diphone synthesis, our internal representation is as shown in Fig. 8.13
and Fig. 8.14, consisting of a list of phones, each phone associated with a duration and
a set of F0 targets.

The diphone concatenative synthesis model generates a waveform from a sequence
of phones by selecting and concatenating units from a prerecorded database of di-
phones. A diphone is a phone-like unit going from roughly the middle of one phone toDIPHONES
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preprocessing

phonetic analysis



Diphone Synthesis

• Record voice talent and collect one audio snippet 
for each diphone (part of one phone + part of next). 
‣ necessary because of coarticulation: neighboring phones  

influence how a phone is spoken.
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26 Chapter 8. Speech Synthesis

the middle of the following phone. Diphone concatenative synthesis can be character-
ized by the following steps:
Training:

1. Record a single speaker saying an example of each diphone.
2. Cut each diphone out from the speech and store all diphones in a diphone
database.

Synthesis:
1. Take from the database a sequence of diphones that corresponds to the
desired phone sequence.

2. Concatenate the diphones, doing some slight signal processing at the bound-
aries

3. Use signal processing to change the prosody (f0, duration) of the diphone
sequence to the desired prosody.

We tend to use diphones rather than phones for concatenative synthesis because of
the phenomenon of coarticulation. In Ch. 7 we defined coarticulation as the move-COARTICULATION

ment of articulators to anticipate the next sound, or perseverating movement from the
last sound. Because of coarticulation, each phone differs slightly depending on the
previous and following phone. This if we just concatenated phones together, we would
have very large discontinuities at the boundaries.

In a diphone, we model this coarticulation by including the transition to the next
phone inside the unit. The diphone [w-eh], for example, includes the transition from
the [w] phone to the [eh] phone. Because a diphone is defined from the middle of one
phone to the middle of the next, when we concatenate the diphones, we are concate-
nating the middle of phones, and the middle of phones tend to be less influenced by the
context. Fig. ?? shows the intuition that the beginning and end of the vowel [eh] have
much more movement than the center.

w eh d b eh n

Time (s)
0 0.63

Figure 8.15 The vowel [eh] in different surrounding contexts, in the words wed and
Ben. Notice the differences in the second formants (F2) at the beginning and end of the
[eh], but the relatively steady state portion in the middle at the blue line.

/w-eh/ /eh-d/ /b-eh/ /eh-n/



Diphone synthesis

• Need to do further signal processing on 
concatenated diphones for input string: 
‣ implement prosodic features, e.g. tune, accents, durations 

‣ neighboring diphones come from different contexts, 
simply concatenating them will sound terrible 

• Many strategies for this, e.g. Mary TTS  
uses MBROLA when it does diphone synthesis: 
http://mary.dfki.de/

http://mary.dfki.de/


Unit selection synthesis

• Diphone synthesis does not sound very natural 
because of amount of signal processing required.

diphone unit selection

length of unit 1 diphone possibly longer

variants of each diphone 1 many

signal processing core operation minimal

training data required very little much more



Target cost

• Target cost T(u,s) measures how well the unit u fits 
the specification s. 

• Identify features that measure aspects of fit: 

• Then model T(u,s) as 

unit id diphone stress phrase pos F0 word

1 /ih-t/ + internal high content

2 /n-t/ - final high function

3 /dh-ax/ - initial low “the”

T (u, s) =
PX

p=1

wp · Tp(fp(u), fp(s))



Join cost

• Join cost J(u, v) measures how good it sounds to 
speak unit v directly after unit u. 

• If u and v observed together, set J(u,v) = 0. 

• Otherwise, model as weighted sum of feature values: 
‣ cepstral distance of units u and v 

‣ difference in log-power, F0, etc.

J(u, s) =
PX

p=1

w0
p · Jp(fp(u), fp(v))



Unit selection synthesis

• Model T and J together in a HMM:  
 

• Apply Viterbi to compute best unit sequence. 

• Set model parameters by hand (only about 20).

u1

u2

J(u1,u2) J(u2,u1)

s1 T(u1,s1)
s2 T(u1,s2)

s1 T(u2,s1)
s2 T(u2,s2)



Evaluation

• Evaluation for TTS systems: make human evaluator 
listen to TTS output and judge it. 

• Some aspects: 
‣ intelligibility: evaluator must distinguish between similar 

words 

‣ quality: subjective judgments about naturalness, fluency 

‣ AB tests: given output of two systems in random order, 
which one is better?



Conclusion

• Text-to-speech synthesis key technology in NLP.

input string

phonetic description 
with prosody information

audio signal

linguistic preprocessing, 
e.g. tokenization, NSW expansion

diphone 
synthesis

unit selection 
synthesis


